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Some Problems With The Page As Terra Nullius 
 
 
  
 
That boat – from England – has sailed 
_______________________________  
 
   You have a body, a cut 
Whole body. Your hand was once a wheatstalk, caterpillar dropping 
_______________________________________________________  
 
   The blue Word, the blue Explorer 
   ___________________________  
 
   (The grey banner, the grey ruler) 
   __________________________  
 
   Like poppies from a train window 
   ___________________________  
 
   You were the first person in  
Your family to take a train; Australian fauna in  
Bavaria or the Forum would not  
Have fazed you. Now every page has the  
Finish of a Big Mac. According  
To Žižek. Only the view is yours, the reflected lazy  
   Dust 
   ____  
 
   Indigenous loggers write songs of the  
Pine trees’ upright years. They were more like green beauty  
   Queens 
   _______  
 
   They would dance on the  
Needles and shells (of the shotguns). Only the joggers would  
See them. Some problems with  
The idea of nations. Two memories of pages, both in  
Colour, both practical, torn. Both  
Memories in more than one place: in the back  
Bedroom, in the hut, on the  
Hip, on the safety clip. Why is there  
Nothing instead of something asked the  
Teachers of the statesmen? What is the point of military  
   Tradition? 



   _________  
 
   A line: a black line 
   ________________  
 
   Your company is no drawing 
   ________________________  
 
   From above the trees are dots 
   ________________________  
 
   Smaller dots become bigger dots 
   ___________________________ 
 
   I want to reach the  
Readers of the nineteenth century; I want to reach the  
Readers of the eighteenth century. The  
First Australian poem was a collaborative prose poem of colons 
Posing as a letter. Harpur off  
His hinges was better than a swinging door. I hope  
Your chooks turn into wrecking  
Balls and knock your arenas over. Undergraduates of Melbourne 
These are your models. There never  
Was a space program stuck down your face. Lights  
Wipe out stars; suicides show a  
Lot of faith in the ground and sky. You were  
Born with bacteria in your gut 
_________________________  
 
   This is not, in itself, genius 
   ______________________ 
 
   Spilling coffee on a library  
Book is not a breakthrough, arguably. They brought bricks from  
Spain and Holland; and the paintings  
Came from Greece. They were rough and knew the  
Cycle of the pastoral. The two  
Shapes (of the square and circle) come together in  
The Western Desert. To begin to  
Write poetry, first find a door 
 


